Importantly, unlike competing explanations like anchoring theory (22, 23) , filling-in (24) , edge-integration (31, 38, 39) , or layer decomposition (3) , the ODOG model also accounts for the non-uniform pattern of induced brightness which occurs in GI (6, 13, 29, 30, 34, 36) , the Hermann grid (26, 42) , the Chevreul staircase (18) , Mach Bands (33) , SBC, and White stimuli (6, 14) . In addition, since the output of the ODOG model is continuous across space it can be applied to any stimulus.
There are 42 ODOG filters (6 orientations and 7 spatial scales). Input patterns are linearly processed by each filter and the filter outputs are combined using a weighting which approximates the shallow low-frequency falloff of the suprathreshold contrast sensitivity function (21) .
The ODOG filters are simple difference of unit volume Gaussians (i.e., total filter volume = 0). . ODOG filters map input patterns to output patterns. The 42 ODOG filters produce 42 output patterns which undergo two additional stages of processing. First, a weighted summation over filter size is taken at each orientation. Second, the root mean square magnitude of the output pattern at each orientation (collapsed across filter size) is used as a contrast normalization factor. The final output pattern is obtained by averaging the normalized output patterns over all orientations.
We discuss the similarities and difference of this approach to Retinex models.
